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ABSTRACT
In this paper we have discussed the practicality and feasibility of implementing hydroelectric centrifugal turbine systems with
different entry profiles. This paper discusses the technical and economic feasibility of the two profiles of the hydroelectric turbine
system. The paper analyses the velocity at input and output openings, pressure exerted by the fluid on the turbine surface and
the temperature of the surface of circular and square profile respectively. The results will be further explained. Hydroelectric
turbine systems can be used to meet the high demands of electricity; thus, such analysis is mandatory to attain maximum
efficiency. This research paper highlights some of the advantages and disadvantages of a circular and a square profile for
electricity generation. The research paper exhibits a Computational fluid Dynamics (CFD) of a fluid flow through a hydro
turbine using flow simulations for the two profiles for a given flow rates. CFD is an important tool to determine such conditions
using numerical analysis and data structures for fluid flow. An extensive study is conducted as well as the numerical studies on
a spiral case Francis turbine with a circular and square profile are conducted successfully. The prototype models were prepared
on Solid works 2019. We have undertaken three-dimensional steady simulation using “flow simulation” feature of Solid works
2019 in order to compute the average flow features as well as inspect the all-round turbine performance.
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1. INTRODUCTION
The importance of water throughout history, not solely as a supply of life however additionally as associate degree energy supply,
has been a seamless since the beginning of civilizations. Additionally, the thought of the water as a basic resource associated with
energy could also be a matter of explicit importance in recent years. Such a lot thus as that the "International Water Summit",
presents as its saying "No energy, no water. No water, no energy", are the 2 sides of water-energy relationship. The Iberian Peninsula
has not been bent this reality and, because of its scarce water resources, particularly among the south; it's traditionally developed a
sturdy water policy. From the Romans with their giant infrastructure to the current “Agua” set up, through the large development
of ditches and irrigated areas among the Muslim era, the multiple watercourse basins utilization throughout the middle Age, the
massive development of marshes and large pumping systems created on the twentieth century, are oblivious to the need for water
use. Therefore, despite not having nice rivers among the region, one will notice some attention-grabbing facilities such as: the recent
water mills of Ares del Maestre or completely different water reservoirs with a combined storage capability of 185 hm3. During this
context, the importance of associate degree optimized treatment of sewer water from each energetic and public health standpoint is
crucial. This task is clearly internalized altogether initial world countries. Note that the amount of energy used as an example in
Espana to treat the 3 ,000 hm3/year of urban sewer water represents the 1 percent of the country's total energy consumption. There
are vast differences in their conception between little and large size sewer water Treatment Plants (WTP). whereas little and mediumsized WTP typically lack of aeration controls and their style is based on the mechanical strength and liability (which implies higher
unit prices and consumption), in giant WTP, the look is optimized to realize energy consumptions well adjusted.
In this sense, whereas some giant WTP are presently operational with consumptions rounding to 20-30 kWh/hm3 throughout the
year, the quality consumption for the sewer water purification park in Espana is around fifty kWh.
Computational fluid dynamic (CFD) techniques are accustomed study the flow conditions within hydraulic turbines over the past 3
decades. The numerical modelling of hydraulic turbines could also be a difficult task as a result of a specific modelling approach
applied to analysis a selected operational condition does not essentially work for a further operational condition. Little changes in
discharges and/or head considerably have an effect on the flow conditions within the rotary engine. There are many challenges for
hydraulic rotary engine modelling in terms of getting helpful results. Associate degree open test suit permitting Researchers to move
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to modify such queries is, thus, necessary to develop the numerical capability for the study of hydraulic turbines. the most objective
of the Francis test suit is to supply associate degree open platform to industrial and educational analyzers to explore and develop
the capabilities of CFD techniques among the sector of hydropower research. The Centrifugal test suit consists of a high -head
Centrifugal turbine model, whose pure mathematics, in conjunction with meshing and measuring (pressure, temperature and
velocity) information are offered for tutorial analysis purpose.
Today, hydropower is that the foremost very important renewable energy supply among other sources for Turkey and each other
countries around the world. Hydraulic turbines are used for hydropower generation. Hydraulic turbines turn out or so one-fifth of
the full electricity among the world (World Energy Council, 2006). Their efficiencies will arise to ninety five percent and hydraulic
turbines generate electricity with a minimum quantity of pollution. Additionally, they have a superb energy storing capability and
are able to meet the daily dynamic electricity demand. Hydraulic turbines are essentially classified in 2 groups; impulse and reaction
turbines. Impulse turbines work supported the momentum principle. Water hits the runner blades among the kind of a water jet and
this impact causes a force on the runner, that causes the runner turn. Pelton rotary engine is associate degree example of impulse
turbines. In reaction turbines, the flow is absolutely controlled through the rotary turbine. The P.E. of water is reborn to K.E. by a
speed rise. It uses the action-reaction principle. Samples of reaction turbines are Francis and Kaplan sort turbines.
The aim of this thesis is to develop the way to modify the acknowledged method of a CFD simulation and study the flow of a generic
fluid radial rotary engine style. The tactic can even be used as an abstract style tool for radial turbines and supports most fluids
deigned. To point out the potential of the maneuver developed, while not going into full analysis with mesh dependent study and as
high-quality mesh as doable, a comparison is made between the performance of 2 completely different pure 3D CFD simulations.

2. MODEL PREPARATION
The figure enclosed represents the working and technicalities of the system. In this model the velocities, pressure exerted by the
fluid on the surfaces and temperature of the fluid at inlet and outlet are considered as the outcome result. The guide vanes are
provided to generate the flow pattern so as to generate the maximum velocity at the outlet.

Fig. 1: Model Terminologies.

Fig. 2: Sketch Of Model
2.1 Prototype creation
The 3d prototype model was built on solid works. The step-by-step process is enlisted below.
• A circular profile and a square profile were sketched
• A reference line drawn
• The profile was revolved using Revolve feature of solid works.
• The inlet duct was sketched and extruded from the revolved body
• Shell command was used to make the body hollow, such that it can assemble the centrifuge.
• The centrifuge was mated using concentric mate.
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Fig. 3: Geometry of circular model

Fig. 4: Circular Model

Fig. 5: Geometry of Square Profile

Fig. 6: Square Model
2.2 Mesh Creation
The turbine has been meshed and segmented into fluid and solid domains. The guide wanes are of solid domain and the volute is of
fluid domain. The mesh was created independently for the two domains.
2.3 Flow Simulation Analysis
The flow simulation was conducted with the flow simulation feature of solid works. The process has been discussed below.
•
With the add in drop list we must add the flow simulation feature, having the model inbuilt.
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•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

We must select Wizard feature.
We must give the project name.
We must set SI units
We must conduct External analysis, and give the gravitational and rotational components.
The default fluid inputs that we have considered is that of water.
We must give the input velocity of the fluid to be 100m/s.
Editing computational domain is necessary to get precise results.
The centrifuge has been given a velocity of 300m/s.
We set the Global goals next.
The work is simulated and flow trajectories are achieved.
We get the velocity, pressure of surface and temperature as our outputs.

Fig. 7: Circular Profile Flow Analysis

Fig. 8: Square Profile Flow Analysis

3. GOVERNING EQUATIONS
Governing equations those are used to solve the computational domains are as followsNavier stokes equation-(considering it in a encapsulated scenario)
ᵨ∂u/∂t(velocityflow)+ᵨu.∇u(flux)=-∇ᵨ(pressure)+μ∇2u(viscosity)+f(bodyforce)
where
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ᵨ= density
∂u= velocity field
f= ᵨg (density x gravity)
Rate of change of momentum = forces acting on fluid particle
Continuity Equation
∂ ᵨ /∂t + ∇ (ᵨu) = 0
For a simplified understanding we consider continuity equation in the following manner,
An orifice with two different areas for inlet and outlet, thus forcing two different velocities at the 2 ends.
Pushing a fluid for a time dt,
Volume lost on one side = Volume gained on the other side
Area = A1/A2
Velocity = v1/v2
Volume lost (A1 X v1 X dt) = Volume gained (A2 X v2 x dt)
Momentum Equation
F= m x a
m x dv/dt
d(mxv)/dt = rate of change of momentum
Energy in flowing fluid

Fig. 9:
Energy due to pressure= F x d = ᵨ x A x v
Turbine Power
The power available from water can be calculated as followsPa = γ.Q.H/75
Pa= pressure available
Γ= specific weight in kg/m^3
Q= rate of flow in m^3/sec
H = head in m
Manning’s FormulaV = 1/n R2/3 s1/2
Q= AX V
Q= discharge
S= slope of gradient
D= INTERNAL DIAMETER OF PIPE
R = HYDRAULIC RADIUS IN m
V= VELOCITY IN m/s
n=Manning roughness coeff
assumptions for circular profile prototypeRadius= 50units
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Area= 7850 units^2
Diameter= 100units
n= 0.018
v=1/0.018 x 502/3 x s1/2

4. RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS
In this paper the main results will be presented. The flow of the turbine with the effect of fluid on it was studied on the commercially
available software of Solid works using flow simulation. The difference of the two profiles of circular and square profile is examined,
the two models are studied under velocity, pressure and temperature domains.
The study is conducted under fully loaded conditions.
There are 3 domains stated above under which the study is conducted, the data , pictorial representation and graph is listed.
4.1 Circular Profile Data

Fig. 10:
4.2 Square Profile Data

Fig. 11:
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4.3 Simulation outcomes for circular profiles
Velocity Outputs

Fig. 12: Velocity Contours
Pressure exerted on circular surface outputs

Fig. 13: Pressure Contours
Surface Temperature outputs

Fig. 14: Temperature Contours
4.4 Simulation Outcomes For Square Profiles
Velocity outputs

Fig. 15: Velocity Contours
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Pressure exerted on Square surface outputs

Fig. 16: Pressure Contours
Surface Temperature outputs

Fig. 23: Temperature Contours
4.5 Graphical Interpretetion
Velocity comparison

Pressure exerted on surface comparison
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Temperature on surface comparison

5. CONCLUSION
The objective of this thesis was CFD simulation of various profile. It can be concluded that simulation was successful. The
simulation reduces the amount of time needed for setup geometry and meshes for further inspection ( for both rectangular and
circular profiles ). The method involved in the thesis showed good results for most of the geometries. The process can be further
worked upon with more experience and knowledge in CFD. When both the profiles that is circular and rectangular were compared;
Circular profile gave better results in terms of efficiency and velocity output. As compared to square profile pressure exerted on the
walls of circular profile was less. Even the Temperature and velocity outputs of circular profile were encouraging. Temperature was
less and velocity was more in circular profile than square profile. Finally we concluded that CFD was a better and promising tool.
But has further scope of improvements to give more precise results. From CFD we can finaly conclude that it helps us by giving
estimates of the outputs which can help us in developmental stages.
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